HOW TO MEASURE YOUR BATH TO DECIDE ON THE CORRECT SIZE OF BATH BOARD TO ORDER.

1. Check the width of the internal bath ledge (C1) is at least 25mm wide (1”). If it is not, the board cannot be secured safely and it is unsafe to fit and use a board.

2. Measure (A) width. This will give you the length of the board you should order.

3. The board length should match the width of the bath. If measurement (A) does not match a board size you can order a longer board as long as it does not over hang the outer edge of the bath by more than 20mm.

Most average size baths are around 685 mm (27”) wide but you should always measure and check.

(A) Width: ..........  
(C1) Internal ledge: ..........  
(C2) External ledge: ..........